Aging is associated with accumulation of somatic mutations . This process is especially pronounced in mitochondrial genomes (mtDNA) of postmitotic cells, where accumulation of large-scale somatic mitochondrial deletions is associated with age-related mitochondrial encephalomyopathies. Here we revise risks of somatic mtDNA deletions and uncover that additionally to direct repeats, known to affect deletions, there is a strong impact of the secondary structure of single-stranded mtDNA during replication. The secondary structure is shaped by inverted repeats which can form stems and shorten effective distance between two direct repeats increasing chances of deletions. Our results support recent discovery that the replication slippage can be the main mechanism of origin of mtDNA deletions. Taking into account strong interaction between direct and inverted repeats it is possible to predict the deletion burden of different haplogroups and associate it with age-related phenotypes. For example, the increased longevity of D4a and D5a haplogroups is in line with their expected low deletion burden.
Introduction
Ageing is associated with the accumulation of DNA damage. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) exists in a cell in a large number of copies with continuous turnover and high mutation rate. These conditions assure coexistence of different mtDNA variants within the same cell (heteroplasmy), which might compete with each other. The intracellular mtDNA selection is expected to be especially influential in slowly-dividing tissues where selfish mtDNA mutants (with replicative advantage within a cell but fitness loss to the host cell) have time for clonal expansion. The typical examples of such mutations are mtDNA deletions. For example, in substantia nigra neurons first mtDNA deletions appear approximately at the age of 50 years (Kraytsberg et al. 2006a; Bender et al. 2006) . Initially, an intraneuronal fraction of these mutated mitochondrial genomes is negligible (1 among approximately 10,000 of wild type full-length copies of mtDNA inside a cell) and has no phenotypic effect. However, it increases 1-2% of heteroplasmy every year reaching phenotypically essential 50-80% during several dozens of years (Kraytsberg et al. 2006b) ). An accumulation of the mtDNA deletions (Kraytsberg et al. 2006b ) eventually leads to neurodegeneration. The other tissue, predisposed to the accumulation of mtDNA somatic deletions, is skeletal muscles.
Myofibrils are also post-mitotic, and the expansion of somatic mtDNA deletions is associated with sarcopenia, loss of muscle weight and strength with age (A. Herbst et al. 2007; Allen Herbst et al. 2016) . Other tissues with slow-dividing cells also suffer from mtDNA deletions such as extraocular muscles (Yu-Wai-Man et al. 2010 ) and oocytes (Blakely et al. 2004; Barritt et al. 1999; Chan et al. 2005) . If mtDNA deletions are expanded in oocyte or during early embryogenesis the mtDNA deletion syndrome can appear and manifest itself in all tissues including the proliferative ones leading to multisystem disorders ( (Schon et al. 1989; Goldstein and Falk 2003 ) ) It has not yet been proven unambiguously, but mtDNA deletions are considered to be causative for the host cell degeneration and several corresponding age-related phenotypes. Several lines of evidence vote for this point of view: (i) the proof-reading-deficient version of mtDNA polymerase causes somatic accumulation of point mutations (Trifunovic et al. 2004) in mice, leading to reduced lifespan and premature onset of ageing-specific phenotypes; (ii) colocalization of mtDNA deletions with regions of myofibre breakage ( (Hiona et al. 2010) ) and with respiratory chain-deficient neurons (Kraytsberg et al 2006) also vote for the causative effects of mtDNA deletions on ageing; (iii) there are no neurons with too high (> 80%) deletion burden suggesting that such cells have been degraded and disappeared from the analyzed tissue (Kraytsberg et al. 2006b ) .
Thus, the mtDNA deletion burden is not a neutral hallmark of aged cells but probably a causative agent. An investigation of therapeutic application targeting expansion of selfish mtDNA may have various outcomes: postpone cell death, account for healthier aging and possibly increase the human lifespan. Thus, understanding of the molecular mechanisms, affecting the origin of the somatic mtDNA deletions as well as their velocity are primary importance questions (Khrapko 2011; Popadin et al. 2014) .
It has been shown that somatic mtDNA deletions are flanked by direct nucleotide repeats (Samuels, Schon, and Chinnery 2004) long imperfect duplexes consisting of short stretches of direct repeats (Guo et al. 2010 ) . Since direct repeats predispose mtDNA to somatic deletions they are considered as "Deleterious In Late Life" alleles (DILL): neutral or slightly-deleterious during reproductive age but deleterious in late life (Cortopassi 2002) . The negative correlation between the abundance of direct repeats in mtDNA and species-specific lifespan of mammals (Samuels 2004; Khaidakov, Siegel, and Shmookler Reis 2006) has been interpreted as an evidence of the deleterious effect of repeats in mtDNA of long-lived mammals. Similarly, with these comparative-species results, we proposed that the decreased number of direct repeats in the mitochondrial genome of some human haplogroups can lead to the lower prevalence of somatic mtDNA deletions and thus may make aging more healthy or postpone it .
Analysis of associations between human longevity and properties of mtDNA showed that the longest (a 13 base-pairs) and the most severe direct repeat (so called the "common repeat")in the human mitochondrial genome had been disrupted by the point mutation m.8473T>C in the Japanese D4a haplogroup. This haplogroup is famous because of substantial excess of centenarians (persons who live 100 or more years) and supercentenarians (persons who live 110 or more years) (Bilal et al. 2008; Alexe et al. 2007) . We hypothesized that the disruption of the common repeat has a beneficial effect on the D4a haplogroup (Konstantin Popadin 2008) since it decreases the probability of the corresponding somatic deletion (which is also called "common" deletion because it appears very often in aged postmitotic tissues) ( Figure 1A ). Bacterial deletions, which probably have the same mechanism of origin as mtDNA deletions, indeed become an order of magnitude less frequent if a one-nucleotide mismatch is introduced within the direct repeat (Albertini et al. 1982) . Using frontal cortex samples of two aged individuals from haplogroup N1b with a disrupted common repeat (m. 8472C>T) we analyzed their mtDNA deletion spectra. In line with our hypothesis (Konstantin Popadin 2008) and bacterial data (Albertini et al. 1982) , we observed no common deletions in N1b samples at all (Guo et al. 2010) . Hence, the disruption of the 13 bp repeat even by a single-nucleotide germline variant can significantly reduce the formation of the somatic common deletion.
Here we analyze factors affecting the rate of origin of somatic mtDNA deletions with the ultimate goal to calculate the risk and spectrum of somatic deletions for different mtDNA sequences.
Results
In order to uncover the main factors behind the formation of mtDNA deletions we focus on key properties of the most mutagenic direct repeat of the human mtDNA -the common repeat.
the common repeat is human-specific
The common repeat is the longest (13bp) perfect (with two identical arms) direct repeat located in the major arc of the human mtDNA. Analysis of reference sequences of primate mtDNAs and several available ancient human mtDNAs shows that the common repeat is a human-specific one: it presents in Homo heidelbergensis, Homo neanderthalensis and Homo denisova but absent (i.e. disrupted) in chimpanzee (pan paniscus and pan troglodytes) ( Fig 1B) . To examine the prevalence of the common repeat in the modern human population we analyzed complete mitochondrial genomes from the HmtDB database (Clima et al. 2017 ) and reconstructed human mtDNA phylogeny (see Methods). As expected, we observed that more than 98%
(42641 out of 43437) of humans have the perfect common repeat, while less than 2% of humans lost it as a result of single-nucleotide substitutions in the proximal arm ( 8470 -8482 bp, see table 1).
the common repeat disrupted by synonymous variants is associated with increased longevity
Among the carriers of the disrupted common repeat, the first most frequent variant is m.8473T>C which occurred several times independently leading to 5 big clusters with more than 20 genomes each, and many small clusters (see table 1 ).
The best-studied and the most sequenced haplogroup with this variant is D4a which is characterized by increased longevity (Bilal et al. 2008 ) and gave a basis for our initial hypothesis . The second most common variant of the disrupted common repeat is m.8472C>T which belongs to Ashkenazi specific haplogroup N1b, where a significant reduction of the common deletion in aged neurons has been demonstrated (Guo et al. 2010) . The third most common variant is m.8479A>G which belongs to D5a haplogroup, which is also, and independently of D4a, is characterized by increased longevity (Alexe et al. 2007 (Guo et al. 2010) , has been counterbalanced by the deleterious effect of the rare amino-acid substitution. 
the motif of the common repeat can be associated with specific recombination -related proteins
Next peculiarity of the common repeat is that the nucleotide sequence of the repeat ( aCCTCCCTCACCAx ) strongly resembles degenerate 13 bp motif (CCNCCNTNNCCNC) that is overrepresented in predicted human recombination hotspots in the nuclear genome (Myers et al. 2008 ) and matches the predicted binding domain for the PRDM9 gene (Baudat et al. 2010; Myers et al. 2008; Brick et al. 2012) . Despite the fact that PRDM9 is not officially included into the mitoproteome (Calvo, Clauser, and Mootha 2016) , the similarity is striking. Also, the motif of the common repeat is highly C-rich (8 out of 13) which is a hallmark of highly mutagenic repeats (Persson et al. 2019) .
the most mutagenic region of the major arc -effect of the common repeat or the secondary structure?
Another important feature of the common repeat is that its arms are located exactly in the peaks of the distribution of all deletion breakpoints across mtDNA. Based on this observation it has been hypothesized that the common repeat is important not only locally -for the formation of the common deletion but also globally -for the formation of all other deletions: the common repeat is "appear to be the principal factor behind the formation of most deletions" (Samuels, Schon, and Chinnery 2004) . When we analyzed the mtDNA deletion spectrum in the frontal cortex of N1b samples with disrupted common repeat, we aimed to test both the effects: the local (an absence or significant decrease in the frequency of the common deletion) and the global one (shift in the pattern of distribution of all other deletions). Having a very small sample size (2 cases and 2 controls), we observed strong local effect (almost complete absence of the common deletion in N1b samples) and apparently no global effect at all (Guo et al. 2010) . In our study (Guo et al. 2010 ) we didn't find a piece of evidence to support the global effect of the common repeat on the pattern of other deletions, and thus we rejected the hypothesis that the common repeat is the main factor behind the formation of the majority of deletions ( (Samuels, Schon, and Chinnery 2004) . Rejection of this hypothesis left the main observation, emphasized by Samuels and coauthors, unexplained -i.e. why the distribution of deletions within the major arc is strongly non-uniform? And thus this nonuniformity requires a special explanation. Drawing parallels with bacterial deletions (Albertini et al. 1982) , experiments with mtDNA common repeat (Persson et al. 2019 ) and
nuclear DNA deletions (Canela et al. 2017) where topological proximity of DNA regions increases their chances to interact and to cause a deletion, we hypothesized that increased probability of deletions nearby of the common repeat might be maintained not by the common repeat per se, but by independent factor such as the spatial organization of mtDNA. Below we reconstruct the potential secondary structure of mtDNA and analyze its effect on the distribution of deletions using two different approaches: the holistic one (chapters 5,6,7 and corresponding Fig 2) where we are focused mainly on integral properties of the whole mitochondrial major arc, and reductionist one (chapters 8,9 and corresponding Fig 3) where we aim to analyze the effect of each particular inverted repeat in the shaping of the secondary structure of mtDNA and affecting the deletion spectra.
major arc of mtDNA may be folded into the large-scale loops: Hi-C and in silico folding
We reconstructed the 3D structure of mtDNA using the densest contact matrix of the human lymphoblastoid cells with available resolution 1 kb (Rao et al. 2014) . Besides the expected diagonal we observed high-density contacts between 0-1 kb and 15-16.5 kb which reflect a circular nature of mtDNA (nucleotides with positions 1 and 16569 are neighbour nucleotides) and confirm that the quality of the 2D reconstruction of mtDNA from the Hi-C data is reasonable (Fig 2A, ovals mark the contacts reflecting the circular nature of mtDNA). The second strongest contact was observed within the major arc (Fig 2A, dotted square marks the potential contact zone). This mtDNA contact suggests that major arc is shaped as a loop, and the whole mtDNA may resemble an "infinity sign" with the potential contact zone between 6-9 kb and 13-16 kb and with the centre of the major arc (11 kb) being the centre of the folding axis (Fig 2 central panel) . Despite the fact that this pilot result is promising, different Hi-C experiments show different mtDNA contact matrices making this result not robust. Moreover, the structure of the mtDNA molecule reconstructed by Hi-C experiment represents mainly the 3D structure of the double-stranded DNA, which is relevant to mtDNA deletion formation according to some (Krishnan et al. 2008) but not all the models.
According to the most recent model (Persson et al. 2019) , mtDNA deletions originate during mtDNA replication when a long stretch of the major arc (specifically -the parental heavy chain) is single-stranded. Thus, using the potential contact of the Hi-C matrix (Fig 2A) exclusively as a suggestive one, in the downstream analyses we focus on the reconstruction of the secondary structure of the single-stranded mtDNA during replication.
In order to reconstruct the potential shape of the single-stranded parental heavy chain of the major arc, we performed an in silico folding in the Mfold program (see Methods). Using the output structure of the molecule, we derived a contact matrix as the number of hydrogen bonds between two DNA regions with 1kb resolution ( Fig 2B) . Interestingly, we observed an unexpected diagonal from the lower left to the upper right part of the matrix with the strongest contact zone overlapping the similar one from the Hi-C matrix (see the dotted line zones in Fig 2A and 2B) . This cross-like contact matrix resembles bacterial Hi-C data (Le et al. 2013) , and it might be interpreted as if the single-stranded heavy chain forms a loop with a center close to 10-11 kb and the large-scale stem with correspondingly aligned to each other regions: 9.5 kb in front of 11.5 kb, 8.5 kb in front of 12.5 kb, 7.5 kb in front of 13.5 kb, and the strongest contact -6.5 kb in front of 14.5 kb. Secondary structures resulting from the reshuffled nucleotide sequence of the major arc didn't show stable and strong cross-like structure.
Interestingly, the strongest contacts of the in silico folding matrix are in line with the potential contact zone from Hi-C data: see the dotted squares in Fig 2A-B . The secondary structure of the single-stranded DNA is expected to be maintained by the distribution of the inverted repeats, which can hybridize with each other forming stems and loops. To prove it we correlated the density of the inverted repeats in 100 bp windows (see Methods) with the corresponding number of hydrogen bonds between these DNA regions in the in silico folding matrix and observed a positive correlation (Spearman's rho = 0.05, p = 0.0017, N= 4005, diagonal elements were removed from the analyses).
single-stranded heavy chain of the major arc may have secondary structure: evidence from deletion spectra
In silico folding experiment ( Fig 2B) described above suggests that the single-stranded heavy chain of the major arc might be shaped like a loop. If the formation of deletions depends on spatial proximity of single-stranded DNA regions, we expect that the distribution of deletions will follow this structure. First, the major arc is expected to be folded into the loop with center (folding axes) around 11 kb, and thus the majority of deletions should be centered around the same axis. Analyzing the collection of the human mtDNA deletions from the MitoBreak database (Damas et al. 2014) , we observed that the median of the centers is indeed close to the expected folding axis -11 kb ( Fig 2C, the median of deletion centers is 11'463, N = 1060).
Second, we expect that deletions would be more abundant in the region close to the potential contact zone as compared to the loop. To check it we grouped individual deletions into several clusters ( Fig 2D, see Methods) and confirmed that the majority of clusters are indeed located within the potential contact zone (Fig 2D, p -value < 0.001; several biggest clusters of deletions are plotted as colored dotted lines on our infinity sign scheme in the central panel of Fig 2) .
Classically, the distribution of deletions is explained by direct repeats within the human mtDNA (Samuels, Schon, and Chinnery 2004; Guo et al. 2010 ) and bacterial genomes (Albertini et al. 1982) . To prove the importance of the secondary DNA structure as an additional factor affecting the formation of the deletions we take into account both direct repeats and secondary structure information. First of all, we compared the distribution of the perfect direct repeats (see Methods) and deletions from
MitoBreak. We observed more or less uniform distribution of the direct repeats within the major arc versus the strongly biased distribution of the deletions (data not shown). This result is in line with the previous observation of Samuels et al (Samuels, Schon, and Chinnery 2004) and confirms that direct repeats alone poorly explain the distribution of the deletions. There is also a possibility that deletions are induced by the special motifs -for example, it has been shown that repeats inducing deletions are more C-rich (Persson et al. 2019 ) . Thus, the shifted distribution of deletions might be explained by the shifted distribution of such motifs. To test it we used our database of degraded repeats of the human mtDNA (Shamanskiy et al. 2019 ) and grouped all degraded direct repeats into clusters with similar motifs. Next, we annotated all possible pairs of repeats within the same cluster as realized repeats (if there is a MitoBreak deletion flanked by these arms) or non-realized repeats (if there is no corresponding deletion in MitoBreak). The comparison of the positions of realized and non-realized repeats showed strict difference: realized repeats tend to be located closer to the potential contact zone, while non-realized repeats are distributed more uniformly in the major arc ( Fig 2E) . Cluster-specific analyses confirmed that within the same cluster (the same motif) non-realized repeats tend to start 700 bp later and end 1300 bp earlier leading to 2000 bp shorter distance between non-realized repeats versus realized (average interval between arms is 5643 for realized repeats and 3450 for non-realized ones, average start is 8678 for realized and 9394 for non-realized repeats, average end is 14321 for realized and 13039 for non-realized repeats; all p-values < 2.2e-16, paired Mann-Whitney U-test; Number of clusters = 618, Fig 2E) . Thus, we conclude that neither position of repeats nor repeat motifs ( Fig 2E) can explain the shifted distribution of deletions. Because 80% of realized repeats start in the interval from 6465 to 10954 and end at the interval from 13286 to 15863 we suggest that this biased distribution can be explained by the potential contact zone of the single-stranded DNA, which we annotated arbitrary (see Fig   2B) as frequent contacts between 6-9 kb and 13-16 kb. Indeed, the odds ratio of realized repeats within the potential contact zone versus non-contact zone is 7.5 ( Fig 2F, mosaic-plot; Fisher odds ratio = 7.5, p < 2.2e-16). Thus, the most parsimonious explanation of the non-uniform distribution of deletions ( Fig 2CDEF) is that the regions with the high density of deletions (or realized repeats) are located in spatial proximity to each other during mtDNA replication ( Fig 2B) .
probability of deletions as a function of both DNA microhomology and the proximity to contact point
We have shown that the distribution of the deletions within the major arc ( Fig 2CDEF) may be affected by the potential secondary structure of the single-stranded mtDNA ( Fig 2B) . Also, it has been shown before that local positions of deletion breakpoints is well described by direct repeats (Samuels, Schon, and Chinnery 2004) or more generally -by long imperfect duplexes (Guo et al. 2010) . Thus, as the next step we will incorporate both these variables into one model. To derive a metric of similarity between two regions of DNA which will integrate short stretches of direct repeats we estimated all pairwise microhomology scores between all 100 bp windows inside the major arc ( Fig 2G, This result confirms our previous findings (Guo et al. 2010 ) and demonstrates that a high microhomology score is associated with a higher probability of deletion. Next, we added to our model the second independent variable -"the potential contact zone" coded as one within the zone (6-9kb and 13-16kb) and zero -outside: log(p/(1-p)) = -2.38296 + 0.32592*microhomology score + 0.90579* potential contact zone, with all p values less or equal 3.8e-10, N = 4005. We can see that the variable "potential contact zone" significantly and positively affects the probability of deletions. Because we used scaled variables (see Methods) we can conclude that the potential contact zone variable affects the odds of probabilities 3 times stronger as compared to the microhomology score. Our potential contact zone: 6-9kb vs 13-16kb was derived arbitrarily from the two structural analyses ( Fig 2AB) , and despite the apparent congruency with distribution of deletions (Fig2CDEF) it is advantageous to perform the data-driven derivation of the contact zone. In order to do it, we substituted the potential contact zone by one contact point and estimated the Euclidean distance from the contact point to any cell of our contact matrix. Assuming that there is one contact point which together with microhomology score describes the distribution of deletions in the best way, we decided to run 4005 logistic regressions and test all possible contact points as centers of all 4005 cells in our matrix. We observed that the strongest contact point (from the model with the minimal Akaike information criterion, AIC) has coordinates: 5' = 7550, 3' = 15150. Plotting the heatmap with AIC for each contact point, we can see that the data-driven contact zone is similar to our visually-derived 6-9kb vs 13-16kb potential contact zone ( fig 2H) . If instead of AIC as a metric for model selection we use residual deviance, or P-value or the coefficient of the second independent variable -results are qualitatively similar (data not shown). Altogether, using three orthogonal sources of information: in silico folding ( Fig 2B) , distribution of deletions ( Fig 2CDEFG) and microhomology scores (Fig2HG), we propose that the distribution of the human mtDNA deletions is a function of both global secondary structure of the single-stranded major arc and local similarity between DNA regions, i.e. microhomologies. Below we shift to a more reductionist approach considering individual repeats.
deletions are more frequent if direct repeats are nested with inverted ones: DI...I.D combinations and their properties
The process of replication slippage, which is also called a copy-choice recombination, has been shown to affect deletion formation in bacteria (Viguera, Canceill, and Ehrlich 2001; Albertini et al. 1982 ) and in experimental templates simulating mtDNA in vitro (Persson et al. 2019) . It is based on the (i) arrest of replication due to the secondary structure formed by the inverted repeats on single-stranded DNA (ii), dissociation of the newly synthesized (nascent) proximal arm of the direct repeat and (iii) realigning of the nascent arm to the distal parental one ( Fig 3A) . The suggested role of inverted repeats in this process is to suspend the replication fork and to decrease the effective distance between two arms of the direct repeat which increases the chances of successful realigning.
To test the involvement of the replication slippage in the formation of the mtDNA deletions in vivo we calculated all
Direct-Inverted-Inverted-Direct combinations of repeats located within the major arc. Using our database (Shamanskiy et al. 2019 ) of all degraded repeats of the human mtDNA (2957 direct and 764 inverted repeats within the major arc, see Methods), we searched the nested combinations of repeats. Following the experimental studies which confirmed the replication slippage mechanism (Persson et al. 2019; Albertini et al. 1982) , we assumed that the proximal direct and inverted repeats should be located close to each other (maximal distance is 10 bp) while the distal inverted and direct repeats can be located up to 1000 bp from each other. To emphasize this condition hereafter we use a notation DI...I.D. Within the major arc we observed 260 DI...I.D combinations and 2697 ordinary direct repeats (DD) without the nested inverted ones. Next, we asked if the mutagenic potential of the DI...I.D combinations is higher than the ordinary DD. Comparing the fraction of DI...I.D combinations associated with deletions (7 were associated and 253 were not associated) and fractions of DD combinations associated with deletions (20 were associated and 2677 were not associated), we observed that mutagenic potential of DI...I.D combination is indeed higher (Fisher odds ratio 3.7, p-value = 0.0072). The increased mutagenic potential of DI...I.D is even more pronounced within the potential contact zone (DI...I.D: 6/34, DD: 12/438; Fisher odds ratio = 6.4; p-value = 0.0018).
The increased mutagenicity of DI...I.D combinations within the potential contact zone suggests that both levels of the mtDNA secondary structure might be important: the global folding integrated for the whole major arc (Fig 2B-H) and the local repeat-specific DI...I.D combinations ( Fig 3A) . Next, we tested if the potential contact zone can be explained by the increased density of the DI...I.D combinations. Taking into account that the area of the potential contact zone (3kb*3kb) is about 18% of the major arc (10kb*10kb/2 = 50) we observed the proportional fraction of DI...I.D -15% (40 DI...I.D combinations in the potential contact zone out of total 260 in the major arc). This assumes that existence of the potential contact zone can not be explained by the increased density of DI..I.D combinations. On the contrary, increased mutagenicity of DI...I.D within the potential contact zone assumes that there is an additional, probably structural factor maintaining increased mutagenicity of the potential contact zone of single-stranded DNA (Fig 2B-H) .
To validate additionally the hypothesis that the majority of deletions occurred during the replication of the lagging strand (Persson et al. 2019 ) we compared the mutagenic potential of DI...I.D combinations (short distance, max 10bp, between proximal direct and inverted repeats and potentially high, up to 1000 bp, between distal direct and inverted repeats) and D.I...ID combinations (potentially long distance, up to 1000 bp, between proximal direct and inverted repeats and short distance, max 10 bp, between distal inverted and direct repeats). The logic behind this analysis is that D.I...ID pattern on the lagging strand is equivalent to the DI...I.D pattern on the leading strand and if both strands are equally mutagenic we expect that both combinations will be equally good associated with deletions ( Fig 3C) . Our results are in line with the original finding that the majority of deletions occur during the replication on the lagging strand (Persson et al. 2019 ) .
If DI...I.D combinations are strongly mutagenic, we expect that purifying selection would eliminate them maintaining the number of observed DI...I.D combinations less than randomly expected. Permuting 2957 direct and 764 inverted repeats within the major arc, we obtained median value 365 DI...I.D combinations which is 29% higher than 260 observed ones (p <0.0001, 10000 permutations). Within the potential contact zone results were similar: permutations showed the median value of 54 DI...I.D combinations which is 25% higher than 40 observed (p=0.0243, 10000 permutations). The decreased number of the observed versus expected DI...I.D combinations can be used as a hallmark of the purifying selection eliminating these mutagenic combinations.
the common direct repeat has its nested inverted repeat (!)
There are 8.8% of direct repeats involved into DI...I.D combinations in the major arc (260/2957). We observed the common repeat among 2.3% of DI...I.D combinations which are additionally associated with deletion (7/260) ( Fig 3B) . The 10 bp degraded inverted repeat, associated with the common repeat (8484-8493: AGCcCATAAA; 13354-13363: TTTATGtGCT) has a potential to form a stem structure which can arrest the replication fork and decrease an effective distance between the direct repeat arms from approximately 5kb (13447-8482=4965) to less than 100 base pairs (Fig3B). Both these roles of the nested inverted repeat are crucial in the explanation of the high mutagenic potential of the common repeat ( Fig 3B) . Different haplogroups have mismatches in the common repeat or in the inverted one. Despite the fact that these substitutions are rare enough, someti mes both types of mismatches exist in the same mitochondrial genome. For example, some representatives of haplogroup R22 (GenBank IDs: KP346026.1, KP346018.1), distributed mainly in Nicobar archipelago (Trivedi et al. 2006) and found also in south-central Indonesia and Vietnam (Peng et al. 2010) , contain one synonymous substitution disrupting the common repeat ( m.8473T>C ) and another synonymous substitution disrupting the inverted repeat (m.13359G>A). We expect an epistatic interaction between the se two mismatches: destabilized stem will unlikely arrest the replication fork while degraded common repeat will unlikely, with one order of magnitude decreased probability (Albertini et al. 1982) , allow the realigning of the newly-synthesized proximal arm to the distal arm on the parental chain ( Fig 3B) . Altogether both these mismatches are expected to lead to the vanishing of the common deletion. Investigation of the deletion burden in the age-matched tissues of these and other interesting haplogroups will help to establish the prediction of the genetic risks of somatic mtDNA deletions.
Discussion
We demonstrated that the mtDNA deletion spectrum is associated not only with mtDNA microhomology, but also with the secondary structure of a single stranded heavy chain of mtDNA ( Fig 2B-H, Fig 3) . This means that direct repeats, which are shaping the mtDNA microhomology, interact with inverted repeats, which in turn are shaping the secondary structure of the single-stranded heavy chain of the major arc. More profound understanding of this interaction will open a possibility to predict mtDNA deletion spectra (distribution of different types of deletions) and deletion burden (total fraction of mutated versus wild-type mtDNA) based on mtDNA sequence and thus will aid in the uncovering of haplogroup-specific disease risks (mitochondrial polygenic risk score of somatic deletions). For example, in the haplogroups with the common repeat disrupted by the synonymous variants (D4a and D5a), due to decreased somatic mtDNA deletion burden (Guo et al. 2010) , we expect to observe not only postponed aging (Bilal et al. 2008; Alexe et al. 2007 ) , but also less pronounced age-related phenotypes associated with mtDNA deletions such as: the rate of neurodegeneration in a healthy cohort (Kraytsberg et al. 2006b ) and among Parkinson patients (Bender et al. 2006 Hiv patients (Payne et al. 2011) . It is important to note also that beside the above mentioned very common late-onset mtDNA phenotypes, mtDNA deletions are associated with several rare early-onset "mtDNA deletion syndromes" classically consisting of Kearns-Sayre syndrome (KSS), Pearson syndrome and progressive external ophthalmoplegia (PEO) (Schon et al. 1989; Goldstein and Falk 2003) with (rarely manifested) Leigh syndrome. These mtDNA deletion syndromes are typically caused by mtDNA deletions being inherited through the oocyte or occuring in early embryonic development, as a consequence they are usually present in all tissues of the affected individuals, including proliferative tissues (however still more pronounced in postmitotic tissues) hence why these syndromes typically are multisystem disorders. We expect the prevalence of these mtDNA deletion syndromes to be decreased among the haplogroups with the disrupted DI...I.D combinations including, but not limited to the common repeat ( Fig 3B) .
Our results are compatible with the replication slippage mechanism (Persson et al. 2019) , (Albertini et al. 1982) where the nested pattern of direct and inverted repeats (DI...I.D) leads to the formation of deletions (Fig 3A-B) . We have shown that in the human mtDNA the DI...I.D combinations are indeed more mutagenic as compared to the ordinary DD patterns and DI...I.D combinations potentially evolve under the pressure of purifying selection. Similar effects of selection against DI...I.D is expected to be evident on evolutionary and interspecies scale. Initially, it has been shown, that the mammalian lifespan negatively correlates with an abundance of direct repeats in mtDNA (Samuels 2004; Khaidakov, Siegel, and Shmookler Reis 2006) , while later it was demonstrated that inverted repeats show an even stronger negative correlation with mammalian lifespan (Yang, Seluanov, and Gorbunova 2013) . Recently, it has been shown that both types of repeats: direct and inverted ones correlate with each other well enough (Shamanskiy et al. 2019) . Thus, the analysis of interactions between direct and inverted repeats and their association with mammalian longevity is the next anticipated step of the research.
A possibility to predict mtDNA deletion burden and spectrum based on mtDNA sequence (Fig 3B) might be an important step forward for mitochondrial medicine. Haplogroups with low deletion burden can provide a donor mtDNA in (i) mitochondrial donation and (ii) mitochondrial transplantation, while known spectrum of deletions can help to develop (iii) targeted systems eliminating expected deletions in neurons and muscle cells. (i) Mitochondrial donation has been introduced to practical medicine to prevent the inheritance of mutant mtDNA (Kang et al. 2016; Hyslop et al. 2016; Gorman et al. 2018) .
Currently the technology is based on removal of the nuclear genome from an oocyte or zygote that carries a pathogenic mtDNA mutation, followed by the transfer to an enucleated donor oocyte or zygote with wild-type mtDNA. We propose that it is worth thinking about the donor mtDNA haplogroup during the mitochondrial donation procedure, considering not only any random mtDNA sequences without deleterious variants, but also mtDNA sequences, such as D4a, carrying a variant that potentially protects against age-related encephalomyopathies. (ii) Mitochondrial transplantation is another therapeutic approach when exogenous healthy mitochondria are delivered to the tissue in an injured/diseased state (e.g. the central nervous system (Gollihue, Patel, and Rabchevsky 2018) or cardiomyocytes (Ali Pour, Kenney, and Kheradvar 2020) ) and the source of donor mitochondria and mtDNA sequence can potentially impact the success rate of the treatment. (iii) The last strategy for mitochondrial medicine is based on the heteroplasmic shift within the patient (Bacman et al. 2013; Gammage et al. 2014) . It is induced by targeted double-strand breaks in the mtDNA structure which leads to its elimination by replicative machinery (Peeva et al. 2018) . Heteroplasmic shift introduced on mito-TALEn and /or ZFN may become an important clinical target in the near future (Bacman et al. 2018; Gammage et al. 2018) . The main problem with treatment of somatic mtDNA variants, is that TALEN / ZFN technology requires an exact nucleotide target to induce double strand breaks and delete damaged DNA.
We hope that our results open a way towards more precise prediction of the haplogroup-specific spectra of deletions and thustowards finding the most optimal cocktail of mito-TALEn / ZFN to decrease heteroplasmy level of the most expected deletions.
If our considerations above are correct and the disruption of the common repeat and other repeats from DI...I.D
combinations are beneficial to human post-reproductive health status and aging, it can still be evolutionary neutral, since the increased longevity is not necessarily associated with prolonged reproductive period and/or increased number of offspring.
Thus according to the NULL hypothesis: synonymous variants affecting repeats from DI...I.D combinations are neutral.
However, the possibility that disruption of DI...I.D is associated with some fitness advantages is highly intriguing and worth further investigations. For example, the disruption of DI...I.D may increase fitness (i) directly if the carriers are healthier at reproductive age and thus have higher fertility, or (ii) indirectly if increased longevity of parents and grandparents is advantageous to offspring due to the grandmother effect ( (Chapman et al. 2019; Engelhardt et al. 2019) . Currently the potential beneficial loss of DI...I.D combinations is supported by the (i) deficit of observed DI...I.D combinations in the human mtDNA as compared to the expected (chapter 8) and (ii) by the negative correlations between the abundance of repeats and mammalian longevity (Samuels 2004; Khaidakov, Siegel, and Shmookler Reis 2006; Yang, Seluanov, and Gorbunova 2013) . Further tests are needed to test an evolutionary advantage of the loss of DI...I.D combination in humans and other long-lived mammals.
Methods
Hi-C mtDNA contact matrix: The mtDNA matrix was used from the Juicebox.
http://aidenlab.org/juicebox/?juiceboxURL=http://bit.ly/2Rmz4wy .
The corresponding paper describing the data is Rao et al (Rao et al. 2014) .
Human phylogenetic mtDNA tree:
We used multiple alignment from HmtDB containing 43437 mtDNA genome sequences (Clima et al. 2017) . For each mtDNA we predict a haplogroup by the HaploGrep v. 2.1.20 software (Weissensteiner et al. 2016 ) . Based on the whole multiple alignment of complete mtDNA genomes of healthy cases we reconstructed general phylogenetic tree by the IQ-TREE v. 1.6.1 software (Nguyen et al. 2015) using general time reversible (GTR) model of base substitutions. FreeRate site variation model (Soubrier et al. 2012) allowing for a proportion of invariable sites (option: -m GTR+F+I+R6).
In silico folding:
We used the reference human mtDNA sequence (NC_012920.1) in heavy chain notation as it spends the most time being single-stranded according to the asymmetric model of mtDNA replication (Persson et al. 2019) . Using mfold (Zuker 2003) with parameters set for DNA folding and a circular sequence we constrained everything but the major arc from forming base pairs. The obtained global (genome-wide) secondary structure,we then translated into the number of hydrogen bonds connecting our regions of interest (1kb windows for visualization and 100 bp windows for the majority of the analyses).
The density of inverted/direct repeats:
For each pair of 100 bp window we estimated the number of nucleotides involved in at least one inverted/direct degraded repeat. The corresponding repeat should have one arm located in the first window and another arm located in the second window. All degraded (with the maximal level of imperfection 80%) repeats in the human mtDNA were called using our algorithm described here (Shamanskiy et al. 2019) .
Clusterization of deletions:
For clusterization, we used all MitoBreak (Damas et al. 2014 ) deletions from the major arc. We used 5' and 3'coordinates as input for a hierarchical density based clustering algorithm (python hdbscan v0.8.24). DBSCAN is a well-known algorithm for probability density based clusterization, which detects clusters as regions with more densely located sample data as well as outlier samples. Advantage of this method is soft clustering. We variated cluster density parameters in order to ensure clusters stability and found that cluster formations stay relatively stable for a wide range of parameters.Thus, DBSCAN produces a robust set of clusters, producing additional evidence for regions with elevated deletion rates. We also performed affinity propagation clustering (Frey and Dueck 2007) as a data exploration experiment, which also yields to robust clustering.
Perfect direct repeats of the human mtDNA: the list of the perfect direct repeats with length 10 or more base pairs was used from our algorithm described in Guo et al (Guo et al. 2010) .
Realized and non-realized direct degraded repeats: We used our database of degraded mtDNA repeats (Shamanskiy et al. 2019) with length 10bp or more and similarity 80% or more. We took into account only direct repeats with both arms located in the major arc. We grouped repeats with similar motifs into clusters so that each considered cluster should contain at least three arms of the repeat and at least one deletion should be associated with two of them. We additionally restricted our subset of clusters considering only non-realized repeats as pairs of arms, where at least one of them (the first or the second) is the same as in realized repeat. Visually on Fig 2E it means that within each cluster we compare realized repeats (red dot) with non-realized ones (grey dot) located on the same horizontal (the same Y coordinate) or vertical (the same X coordinate) axis.
We got 618 clusters like this.
Pairwise alignments for microhomology matrix : A measure for the degree of similarity between segments of the major arc was obtained by aligning small windows of mitochondrial major arc sequence with each other. We sliced the mitochondrial major arc sequence into 100 nucleotide pieces and aligned them against each other using EMBOSS Needle (Needleman and Wunsch 1970) with default parameters (match +5, gap open -10, gap extend -0.5), parsed out the alignment scores, thus obtaining data for the matrix of microhomology.
Colocalization of degraded direct and inverted repeats : Our database with all human mtDNA degraded repeats (with the maximal level of imperfection 80%) with length 10 bp and more has been used for all analyses (Shamanskiy et al. 2019) . MitoBreak database, Maria Falkenberg for discussion of the potential structure of mtDNA and Nariman Battulin for discussion of mtDNA Hi-C data.
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